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ON THE EXISTENCE PROBLEM OF A CERTAIN
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

By BYUNG Ho YOON

1. Introdu.etion

For a point x= (Xl. Xl• •..• :r") in the n-dimensional Euclidean space E", we denote
its norm by Ilxll. Throughout this note we will denote by B the open unit disk

{(u, v) : w+v2<11
in W. the boundary of B will be denoted by oB and the closure by B.

Consider two continuous functios ei: oB-'>E", i=1.2. Let tp be a sense preserving
homeomorphism of oB onto itself and define

o(tp) =maxlle1 (0) -e2(tp(IJ) H.
I

The FrechCt distance d(e1. e0 between '1 and e2 is then de1ined to be
d(~l. e0 =inf o(tp)

•
where the infimum is taken over all sense preserving homeomorphisms oB onto itself.
The distance so defined is non-negati~, symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality.

If d(~b e~ =0, then we say two functions e1 and e2 are Frechet equivalent. A
Frechet curve r is an equivalence dass of functions in C(aB), i.e. continuous on aB.
under Frechet equivalence. But we will delete the word Frechet and simply call it
curve. An element of the equivalence class is called a representation of the curve.

A curve r is called a Jordan curve if it has a representation which is a homeomor
phism and such a representation is called topological. Further, it is customary to use
the same term, Jordan curve, to mean a subset of Et' which is the common graph of
representations of r.

If r 1 and r 2 are two curves in Et' and if el and e2 are any representations of r 1

and r2> respectively, then the Frechet distance between r 1 and r 2 is defined by d
(rhr0=d(~he0.

Suppose r and r no n=1. 2•..., are curves. If d (r, r n) -'>0 as n-'>oo. then we say r n

converges to r in the sense of Frechet.
A surface in E" is a continuous map ,= (I;?, •••, z;:n) of B into E" and z;: IoB is called

the boundary of the surface C. If CloB is a representation of a Jordan curve r. then
we say C is bounded by r. All the notions above for Frechet curves can be
analogously defined but we omit the details and simply refer to [8].

For a surface C(u,v)=(\?(u.v), ,cn(u.v», (u.v)EB. we will consistently use
the following notations:

E=~u·'..=C;= 'E{l;ui )2
i=1
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F=l;,..·l;,'l1
G=l;,'l1·I;;'l1='~

The problem we wish to investigate in this note is the following:
Given a Jordan curve r in En, we wish to show the existence of a surface <:

satisfying the following conditions.
(1) <:i, j=l, 2, ..., n, are continuous on B and harmonic in B
(2) I;; satisfies the partial differential equations E=G and F=O
(3) 1;; IoB is a topological representation of r.
This problem was first solved in 1930, independently by J. Douglas [2J and T.

Rado [4J. Their work on the problem was later simplified by R. Courant [lJ. We shall
give an independent solution to this problem by cosidering it as a one dimentional
variational problem using a method of trigonometrical series where by giving some
basis for obtaining an approximation.

The following results, most of which can be found in [6J, will be needed for the
subsequent argument.

Let us denote by CC (B) the class of real functions g which are of class Coo in B
with a compact support in B. Elements of CC (B) will be called test functions. A
function f:B-+E1 is said to belong to the class HHB) if fEL2 (B) and if there exist
real functions PaEL2(B), a=1,2, such that

fSg(u, v)Pa(u, v) du dv= - ffga(u, v)f(u, v) du dv
Jj 'B

fur all test functions g W'heTe'k1';;g.·m.d/g~';'g';"; The :6Jnctioos Pa areuniq:aely
determined up to null functiOll$ aDA;i if fEHHB) al)d f*(u, v) =fCu,v) a.e inB, then
f*EHHB) and the same functions /la wlli work for f*. We call Pa (determined up
to nuII functions) the distribution derivatlveof f· H f has first pattials which are L 2

integrable in B, then the distribution derivatives will be the corrseponding partial
derivatives.

If 1;;= (1;;1, .", 1;;n) is a vector function ,of B into En, then we say I;; is of class Hj (B)
in case each of its components is of class H ~ (B) .

For a surface 1;;EC(B) nHHB), the Dirichlet integral of 1;; is defined by

D(I;;) =SS(1;;~+CD du dv=SS(E+G) du dv.
1J " ,,11. .

In section 2, we shall show that among all the surfaces CEC (B) nH ~ (B) there is one
which minimizes the Dirichlet integral that is, moreover, a harmonic surface and
then, in section 3, we shall prove that this minimizing surface satisfies the conditions
(2) and (3) of the problem.

The following theorem due to Morrey [7J is essential.

THEOREM. If S is an open nondegenerate Frechet surface of finite Lebesgue area,
then S has at least one rePresentation of class C (B) nH ~ (B) which satisfies the condition
E=G, F=O.

2. Existence Theorem

At the outset, we assume that there exists at least one surface bounded by r with
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a finite Dirichlet integral. Note, by the Dirichlet principle, that if 'EC(B) nHi (B)
and if h is a surface harmonic in B such that hloB coincides with 'loB, then D(h)
:;'D(O. Hence in order to find a surface of minimum Dirichlet integral, we may
restrict ourselves to the class of harmonic surfaces which are bounded by r. Our
existence proof depends on the following well known lemmas.

LEMMA 1. [6] Suppose' and , .., n=1,2, "', are surfaces in the class C(B) nHi(B).
If , .. converges to I; on B and if the convergence is uniform in every closed subdomain
of B, then

D(I;) :;,lim inf D(I;..) ..
LEMMA 2. [lJ The Diricklet integral is invariant untler a conformal map.

Let {C,,} be a sequence of surfaces. We say {I;Il loB} satisfies the three point condition
if, for some convenient points Pi.EOB (i=l, 2, 3) and for some positive constant m,
we have

IIPi.-hll>m, 11I;,,(p;.) -I;" (Pi.lI>m, i=j, i,j=1,2,3
for all n.

LEMMA 3. [8] Let Sm n=l, 2, "', be a sequence of Frechet surfaces such that as"
converges to a Jordan curve r in the sense of Frechet. Suppose ' ..Ee(B) nHi(B) is a
representation of S .. with D (r...) <k (k a constant) and suppose that {," loB} satisfies the
three point condition. Then {'.. loB} is equicontinuous.

From this lemma we note that if {h..} is a sequence of harmonic surfaces bounded
by r with D(h,.) <k for some constant k and if {hIS IaB} satisfies the three point
condition, then, by the maximum principle, {hIS} is sequentially compact with respect
to the uniform convergence.

Now suppose r is given in some initial topological representation g (t) = (gl (t),
r(t), "',g"(t)) from which its general topological representation may be obtained by
a relation t=t;(f}) defining a one-to-one and continuous map from aB onto itself. Let
us denote by 0 the class of all those maps t; of oB onto itself which are one-to-one,
continuous and leave three distinct points PI, P2, P3 of oB fixed. Thus if t;EO, then
the composite map got; is a topological representation of r which maps PI, P2, P3 of oB
into three distinct fixed points g(PI), g(p~,g(p3) of r.

A disadvantage in dealing with the class n is that it is not closed under uniform
convergence. Thus we consider the class L1 of those maps t; of oB onto itself which are
continuous, monotone and leave three distinct points Ph P2, P3 of aB fixed. Thus n is
a subclass of L1 and it is clear that L1 is closed under uniform convergence. And we
note that, for each t;EL1, we get a representation got; and the class of all such
representations has the three point property.

Consider now, for each t;EL1, the corresponding representation

got;= (glot;, rot;, "', g"ot;) (2.1)

and expand in a Fourier series

(giot;)(f}) rv ajo (t;) +i:: (aj< (t;)cos kO +bjk (t;) sin kO). (2.2)
2 ..=1

j=1,2, "', n, where
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ajl(e)=tJ~(gjoe) (0) cos kfJ dO

bjl (e) = ; t (gjoe) (0) sin kf) dO

If M, j=1, 2•...• n. are the harmonic functions determined by the boundary values gioe.
j=l, 2•...• n. respectively. then they are given by

M(u v)= ajo(e) + I: ri(aji(e) coskO+bjj(e) sinktJ).
" 2 1=1

05:r<1, where u=rcos{} and v=rsin{}.
For notational convenience. we shall write

ak= (alk. azi• •.•• ani)
bk= (b1i• bzi• ' •• , bnJ

ai =:Ea~ I' hi =:E b~ i' aJPk= :Eaihi
j=l j=l ;=1

(go';) CO)", lZo~e) +1~CakCe) coskO+bkCe) sink{})

and the corresponding expression for the hannonic surface

h= W. hZ• •••• hn) C2.3)

Let H denote the set of hannonic surfaces C2.3) determined by all eEL1. We note
that if eEO. then the correspoDding harmonic surface h~ is bounded by r and that
heloB=goe so that it is a topological representation of r. We also note that if h is
an arbitrary harmonic surface (not DEl'CElSSarityin H) bounded by r. theB we can iind
a conformal map T:B~B such that the restriction of C=koT on oB satisfies the
three point condition. Thus if ko denotes the harmonic surface determined by I:; loB,
then hoEH and, by Lemma 2 and by the Dirichlet principle.

DCko) 5: D (I:;) =D(h).
Thus in order to minimize the Dirichlet integral over the class of harmonic surfaces
bounded by r, it is sufficient to consider the problem of minimizing it over the class
H.

Now, for each hEH. consider the Dirichlet integral

D(h)=SS(E+G) dudv (2.4)
B

In polar coordinate this becomes

DCh)=~1~(h~+ ~M)rdrd(J

=11:£kCal Ce) +bl ce»
1=1

Since D(h) is determined by goe and since g is held fixed. we let

(2.5)

~

PCe) =J(goe) =11: r: k(al (e) +bl (e» (2.6:1
i=1

and consider the equivalent problem of minimizing P over the class A.
Note that. by Lemma 1. the funcional P of C2.6) is also lower semicontinuous on

the class A with respect to uniform convergence: in fact, if {';",} is a sequence of
elements of A which converges uniformly to an element ';EA and if he,. and he are the
corresponding harmonic surfaces. then by the maximum principle, hem converges
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uniformly to h~ so that
P(e) =D(h~) :s;;I~m inf D(h~m) =li~ inf p(em).

Also note that if a sequence {goem} , emEA, converges uniformly to a representation
7: of r, then em converges uniformly to g-l(Z') and this belongs to the class A.

Now since we are dealing with the problem of minimizing P, we may assume that
there is a constant k such that P(e):;;,k for all eEA. By Lemma 3 and by the above
remark, .d is compact with respect to the topology of uniform convergence. Since P
is lower semicontinuous, it follows that P attains a minimum on .J.

3. Property of the Minimizing Surface

Let e* denote the element of .J which minimizes P and let h* be the corresponding
harmonic surface. In this section we shall show that h* satisfies the condition E=G
and F=O.

Because there is no a priori reason to believe that h* IaB is differentiable we will
require the following theorem, known as the sewing theorem.

SEWING THEOREM. [l] Suppose that the plane domain G+ (consisting of the exterior
of an analytic curve C+) and G- (consisting of the interior of another analytic closed
curve C_) are combined into one region G by an analytic transformation z+=t(z_) that
establishes a biunique correspondence between all the points A+ on C+ and A_ on C_.
Then the domain G+ and G_ can be mapped conformally onto two domain G~ and G-.
respectively, in suck a way that C+ and C_ are transformed into the same curve C',
that G+ is transformed into the exterior of C' and G_ into the interior of C' and,
further, that corresponding poits ~ and A.- go into the same point A' on C'. In other
words, by a conformal mapping two separated components G+ and G- can be fitted
together into a single domain G':

Let ro, 0<ro<1, be an arbitrary but fixed number and cut the unit disk B along
the circle oBro' the circle with center at the origin and radius TO. If ;( is a real
analytic function and is periodic of period 2%, then there exists an eo such that the
function qJ.«(})=8+eA,«(}) for lej ::;;eo is analytic and biunique. Let B*(e) denote the
domain obtained by identifying the point (ro, 0) on the outer edge of the cut with the
point (ro:O+eA,((}» on the inner edge. Then, by the sewing theorelD, there exists a
conformal map T* from B* (e) onto B. In order to see this, let G_ be the domain
obtained from Bro by the transformation (r, (})-'>(r, ()+e;«(}» and let G+ be the domain
consisting of the exterior of oBr •• If we denote by G the domain consisting of G+ and
G_, then, by the sewing theorem, there exists a conformal map T from G onto the
whole plane. Let C be the image of oB under T and let T' be the conformal map
from the domain bounded by C onto B. Then T*= T' oT is the conformal map from
B*(e) onto B.

Now consider the function h*(ro. (}+el.(O», lej:;;'eo. which is defined on uB,... and
denote by h. the function harmonic in Br. determined by the boundary value h* (ro, ()
+eA(O». And define a function Cs by

1;.(r, (}) =Ih~(r. (}) i! (r, 0) ESr•

1h (r, ()) If (r, ()) EB-Bro
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Let C;:'= T*o 'eo then C: is continuous and piecewise smooth on B, and by Lemma 2,
we have D(r".*) =D(t;,.). Since k* minimizes the Dirichlet integral, it follows that

D(k*) ~D(r;;:). (3.1)

Thus if we denote by Do the Dirichlet integral over the disk Bro, then (3. 1) and
Lemma 2 imply

Do(kJ ':?Do(h*) (3.2)

because C. and h* coincide in J3-Bro' We shall use this relation to find the characteristic
property of h*

Consider the Fourier series expansion of the function h*(ro, O+d(O» which is
defined on oBro

k*(ro,O+d(O»= ao~e) +i1(a,,(e) cos kO+b" (e) sinkO)

where a,,(e) and b,,(e) are the Fourier coefficients of the function h*(ro, O+d(O»
which depend upon e.
Then the function h. harmonic in Bro with the boundary value h*(ro,8+d(8» is
given by

a (e) 00 ( r )"h.(r, 8) =--2.--
2

+ L; - (a" (e) cos k8+h" (e) sin k8)
i=l ro

O~r<ro

Hence the Dirichlet integral of (3.3) over the disk B ro• which depends on e,
by

?1lCe)=Do(hJ=J:f:O(",.r +~.9)rdrd9
'"=1l:L;k(ai (e) +bi (e»
i=l

(3.3)

is given

(3.4)

where h., r and h., Q denote the partial derivatives of h. with respect to r and fJ,
respectively. Using an elementary argument, it is easy to show that (3.4) can be
differentiated termwise.

Since Do attains minimum at h*, the function ?1l attains minimum at e=O. Hence
lff' (0) =0. Thus after differentiating lff term-by-term with respect to e and putting
e=O, we get

Note that

co f2Jr
~lk(a,,(O) °hl(ro, 0)2(0) cos kO d8

f2'"
+b" (0) 0 hl (ro, 9»), (0) sin kfJ dO) =0 (3.5)

a* co
h*(ro, 0) =-2° + L; r~ (at cos kO+bfsin kO)

1=1

where a'f=a"ce*) and b'f=bk(e*), and also note that this series converges uniformly
and absolutely since O<ro<l. Thus integrating termwise, we get

a,,(O)=t.f:"'h*(ro, 8) cos kO dO

IJ2"'{a* 00 }=-,rJ ° 2° +~ rQ(a'!' cos nO+b! sin nO) cos kO dO
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=r~at.

Similarly, bit (0) =r~b1. Hence (3.5) becomes

~1kr~ (a1S:'"M' (ro. fJ) A(fJ) cos kfJ dO

+btS:M' (ro, fJ)A(fJ) sin kfJ dfJ)=O

But

(3.6)

h"f;(ro, 0) = t kr{-l(at cos kD+b1 sin kD)
.1=1

Since the last series converges uniformly and since both lit and A are analytic functions
of 0, we can integrate this series term-by-term after taking the inner product with
roh'f(ro, (J)),«()) and get

f2'"
o roh~(ro, ())h'f(ro. O);(8)dO=O

Since ),(0) can be sin kO and cos kO, k=1,2, ..., it follows that all Fourier coefficients
of the function

rohHro, ) lit (ro, )
are zero. But this is an analytic function of 0, so that we have

roM (ro, 0) lit (ro. 0) :=0.
Since ro is also arbitrary, we conclude that h* must satisfy the condition

rhr (r, ()) h, (r, 0):=0 (3.7)

in B.
We now show that the equation (3.7) implies E=G and F=O from which we see

that h* satisfies the condition (2) of the problem.
Let 1= Cl!' P, .",1") be the holomorphic function whose real part is h* (coropo

nentwise) and let 'It* be the harmonic conjugate of h* which vanishes at the origin.
Then h* and li* satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations

h"':=li";, h't-= -h':
and the derivative of f is given by

f'(w)=h~(u. v)+i/i."':(u, 'v)
=M(u, v) -iM(u, v).

Thus

(f')2= (M2-M2
) -2ih'':M

=(E-G)-2iF

Now in polar coordinate the Cauchy-Riemann equation becomes
rM=M', lit= -rli~

and the derivative of f is given by
!'=e-iQ (M'+ili":)

Multiplying by w=reiQ
, we have

w!, =r(M+ift'l:)
so that

wf'2(w)=,-2(h~2-n;2+2ik~k;).

Since rM= -lit, it follows that
-2rn;(r, (})ht(r, O)=Imw2f'2(w).

(3.8)
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But W2f' 2(W) is holomorphic in B and rMM=O. So w2f'2 must be constant which
vanishes at w=o. Hence w2f'2(w)-=O so that we have f'2(W)-=0. Thus, from (3.8),
we get E=G and F=O in B.

The fact that h* IoB is a topological representation of r follows from the following
well known theorem: thus the surface h* with the minimum Dirichlet integral solves
our existence problem.

THEOREM 4. SUPPose ~ is a surface which satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of the
problem we set. If I: IoB is a continuous map of oB onto r which carries three distinct
points of oB into three distinct points of r, then "oB is one-to-one: i.e. is a topol
ogical representation of r.
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